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TODAY'S TOP STORIES

1. Updated Denti-Cal policies have serious implications for special needs patients — 5 observations [Full story]

2. Health Infrastructure Investment Program awards Missouri Highlands $1M [Full story]

3. Aspen Dental provides care for veterans, DENTSPLY receives 'buy' rating & more — 9 key notes [Full story]

4. Webinar: How can you ensure you are getting all the reimbursements you are entitled to? [Click here] to learn more and register.

5. 13 dentists making headlines — Drs. Sean McLaren, Lisa Simon & more [Full story]

6. Houston hospital at risk of losing Medicare funding after patient shooting [Full story]

7. Orthopedic surgeon, dentist Florida legislators take on healthcare reform — 6 key points [Full story]

8. Becker's ASC 22nd Annual Meeting — The Business & Operations of ASCs (Oct. 22-24) [Click here] to learn more and register

9. Study finds bigger price increases at hospital outpatient departments than ASCs [Full story]
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